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i want to change the start orb on my luna windows 7,
but when i go to >winsat options >skin>start orb
style> i can only choose yes/no, then if i say yes it

messes up and the start orb changes to the windows
8.1 style and if i click no it revert back to the old style.

i go to the luna skin page and i click on 'options' on
the left on the top menu bar. >desktop>start orb

style>i select luna and choose 'yes' and it changes to
a luna version that does not work properly at all. i

then try to choose yes and no but then my windows 7
reverts to the luna windows 7 style. any ideas how to

make it work properly. i am using luna 5.0.2. i just
bought a 12'' imac my girlfriend has been using it for
a few weeks now her pc is a powerbook g4 1.25 ghz

powerpc g3 on os 5.3.6 and she says she has kept her
start orb dark blue for ever and has never changed it

at all. i have downloaded the luna skin pack and
uxstyle and ultra uxtheme patcher and change the

skin to luna and uxstyle downloaded it sets the start
orb to the same as in the skin pack but the starts orb
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is still dark blue i dont understand what im doing
wrong. i have a problem with my wireless after i
installed a new wireless card. i had before one

wireless card and with it i have no problems. i don't
know what is the problem. can you help me please? i
will be very glad. hello. i could not figure out how to
change the windows logo. i downloaded uxstyle for

that and made it work. now the start orb looks weird -
i mean that the last two digits of the year (2011) are
missing. it looks weird. are you sure the start orb is
ok? do you have anything i can do to get rid of that

weird design and move on to something better?
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i just installed it, uxstyle and w7 patcher too, im using
windows 8.1, and everything is messed up, the icons
are all black squares, i cant open the uninstall.exe, i
cant delete the skinpack folder, ive already restarted
my computer, and nothing, its just impossible to use

it and theres nothing more that i can do, can you
please help me i just downloaded if last night and it
worked perfectly but when i logged off my pc and
restarted it rocket dock was not working so i just

uninstalled and reinstalled the skin pack and it was
working perfectly but i thought that finder bar was

missing so i downloaded it from devintart by crazian
and it was awesome then i thouht of downloading the

win8.1 and win9 theme i installed them but i dont
have.net so the menu and sidebar didnt work so i

uninstalled them and reinstalled osx skin pack but the
theme is missing instead i get the windows classic
theme please help!!! i love this pack. i do have a

question. i did find the registry.tcl file. after editing, it
opens up the app and i edit some of the lines. i save it

in the registry.tcl file but after i restart, the settings
are gone. when i uninstall, it uninstalls it but the

launcher is the same and the settings dont get saved.
any ideas or maybe a new file i can find on my hd that

i can use to edit the launcher settings after i
uninstall? i got a question. every time i start up

rocketdock, the screen is black for a second and then
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the main screen opens up. the problem is when i
minimise the windows, it stays that way for a while

then switches back to the main window until i switch
to my other computer. how can i stop this from

happening? 5ec8ef588b
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